
Designed for the aggressive player with demanding 
footwork who controls the point with excessive spin and 
depth, the PROPULSE FURY 3 helps anchor the player to 
the ground to fully support the body’s rotational move-
ments on each stroke.

Currently worn by Benoit Paire, the shoe is available 
in durable All Court outsole and offers a 6-month sole 
warranty.

To provide integrated foot SUPPORT, the sole shape of 
the PROPULSE FURY 3 has been completely reworked 
to provide a bucket-seat-like feel around the heel.  With 
an even wider «power belt» and a reinforcement piece 
added to the midsole, the fit is enhanced and provides 
maximum safety on every movement.

Thanks to its integrated sock liner (360° fit), the player 
benefits from a wrap-around feel for unparalleled 
COMFORT in addition to the KPRS-X technology that 
protects the entire heel and enhances cushioning and 
shock absorption.

For optimal DURABILITY the PROPULSE FURY 3 bene-
fits from a sole that is the result of a technical collabo-
ration with Michelin allowing for optimized sole contact 
with the ground.

The combination of these features makes it the most du-
rable shoe in the range while offering optimal support 
for allowing players to be faster on every movement and 
make the most daring moves with confidence.
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Babolat’s iconic shoe has been updated with a completely new look, while remaining true 
to its DNA. Offering unparalleled support, this third generation PROPULSE FURY offers a 
perfect combination of support, comfort, and durability.

All Court Men 
• Size: 6.5-14 
•  Weight: 370 g / 13.01 oz 

(size 9 US)
•  Colors: Grey/Aero, White/Estate Blue
•  Recommended retail price: $139.00

New products are available in stores and on babolat.com 
on 01/19/2023 
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